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Change the way you trim trees.

Introducing the LimbSaw, a tree trimming attachment that mounts directly
to the front end loader of your tractor, skid loader or backhoe. This
commercial-grade chainsaw attaches easily to a receiver on the back of
your front end loader or bucket and connects to your tractor’s auxiliary
hydraulics. The unit comes with an eight foot mast that can reach limbs
18 to 20 feet when attached to an average loader. The LimbSaw
attachment folds into a convenient transport position and at only 84 lbs
makes it easy to remove and store in your shop or garage.

Safe. Fast. Easy to use.

Using hand-held chainsaws, bow saws, or pole-saws while
standing in the bucket of a tractor or ladder is simply an
accident waiting to happen. The LimbSaw drastically
reduces the risk of injury by eliminating these common
practices. Limbs fall in front of the loader while you sit
in the safety and comfort of your tractor seat. In addition, the danger of
chainsaw kickback is virtually eliminated. And the ability to reverse
the motor can provide needed help to back the saw out in case of a pinch.

No More
•
•
•
•

Ladders
Lifts or Buckets
Hand Saws
Hand Held
Chainsaws
• Pole Pruners

Besides the obvious safety advantages, with the LimbSaw
one person can trim an entire tree in just minutes!
You have to see it to believe it. Visit us on the web at www.
limbsaw.com to see just how much time you can save with
the LimbSaw.
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Durable & Affordable

For unsurpassed durability, the LimbSaw’s extension
arm is made from heavy-duty square tubing
that is double-walled at the cutting end. While most
chainsaw bars are laminated, the LimbSaws’s chain
bar is made from a single piece of hardened alloy
steel, and is laser cut for precision. Kickback is not an issue with the
LimbSaw because each saw is equipped with an aggressive chain
that utilizes each and every tooth for maximum cutting power.

850 lbs of weight is no match for the Limbinator’s™solid-steel frame

If you have ever paid to have a tree trimmed by
a professional, you know how costly it can be. The
LimbSaw pays for itself in no time and will save you
thousands of dollars in the long-run. Stop wasting
money paying someone else to trim your trees. Get a
LimbSaw and start saving today.

•

Mounts directly to front
end loader of your tractor,
skid loader or backhoe and
is easily attached by one
person

•

5,000 RPMs means
incredible cutting power

•

Quieter, safer and easier
to use than hand held
chainsaws

•

Reversible motor helps
back the saw out of a pinch

•

Equipped with a self-oiling
system

•

Easy-access, built-in chain
tensioning system

•

Trims limbs up to 8 feet
higher than your loader
can reach

Before & After

The Brief History of the LimbSaw
The loader mounted, hydraulic powered
chainsaw that we sell today as the LimbSaw was
invented by Wendell McCracken of Pauls Valley,
Oklahoma. A retiree with a Master’s Degree
in Electrical Engineering, Wendell and his wife
Donna raised eight children on their 250 acre
pecan and cattle farm where tree trimming was
an ongoing family chore.

patents relating to phone systems and “down
hole” measuring devices. He has even worked
on armored bullet proof cars and most recently
built his own airplane.

Having invented and patented items his whole
life, Wendell came up with the LimbSaw after
his children moved away and left the pruning to
him and his wife. Far from his first invention,
Wendell has worked on radar systems for the
B-58 Hustler project and has several other

Helpful FAQs
Q

How long is the chainsaw bar?

A

The bar is 20” in length

Q

What kind of chain is used on the LimbSaw?

A

81 drive link, .325-inch pitch, .063-inch gauge
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for more information

Q
A
Q
A

How does the LimbSaw hook up to my tractor’s
hydraulic system?
The LimbSaw comes with a standard male fitting
(1/2-inch pipe thread ) that will easily hook into
your tractor’s quick-connect system.
Do I have to buy replacement parts from
LimbSaw?
No. The LimbSaw’s bar and chain can be
replaced with other brands, but doing so may
result in degraded performance
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